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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To display an image having high quality by enhancing light

resistance, in an optoelectronic device of a liquid crystal device or the like.

SOLUTION: The optoelectronic device is provided with a pixel electrode (9a), a TFT

(30) connected thereto, an upper side light-shielding layers (300, 6a) covering at least

the channel region of the TFT from the upper side, and a lower side light-shielding

layer (1 1a) covering at least the channel region of the TFT from the lower side on a

TFT array substrate (10). The substrate has a projecting part (401) in the region

opposed to the channel region, and the lower side light-shielding layer is formed on

the projecting part
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The thin film transistor connected to the pixel electrode and this pixel electrode on the

substrate, Even if it is arranged at this thin film transistor bottom and there are few said thin film

transistors, a channel field A top to a wrap top light-shielding film, It is arranged at said thin film

transistor bottom, and even if there are few said thin film transistors, it has the wrap bottom light-

shielding film for said channel field from the bottom. Said substrate It is the electro-optic device which

has heights to the field which counters said channel field, and is characterized by forming said bottom

light-shielding film on these heights.

[Claim 2] Said bottom light-shielding film is an electro-optic device according to claim 1 characterized

by being formed on the top face of said heights, and a side face at least.

[Claim 3] Said heights are electro-optic devices according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by being formed

in the shape of an island for said every channel field.

[Claim 4] Said heights are electro-optic devices according to claim 3 characterized by seeing

superficially and being located in the intersection in a grid-like non-pixel opening field.

[Claim 5] Said heights are electro-optic devices according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by being formed

in the shape of a stripe.

[Claim 6] Said heights are electro-optic devices given in any 1 term of claims 1-5 characterized by

being formed also in the field which counters the field contiguous to said channel field in the semi-

conductor layer of said thin film transistor in addition to said channel field.

[Claim 7] Said heights are electro-optic devices given in any 1 term of claims 1-6 characterized by

coming to etch the field except said heights on said substrate.

[Claim 8] Said heights are electro-optic devices given in any 1 term of claims 1-6 characterized by

consisting of a member for heights formation formed on said substrate.

[Claim 9] Said bottom light-shielding film is an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-8

characterized by consisting of film containing a refractory metal.

[Claim 10] It is an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-9 which said substrate is

trenched along the grid-like non-pixel opening field, and are characterized by it becoming impossible to

heap up said heights by said Mizouchi.

[Claim 1 1] It is an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-9 which it has further wiring

connected to said thin film transistor on said substrate, and the field which counters said wiring at said

substrate is trenched, and are characterized by it becoming impossible to heap up said heights by said

Mizouchi.

[Claim 12] Said heights are electro-optic devices given in any 1 term of claims 1-11 characterized by

attaching the taper to a side face.

[Claim 13] Said taper is an electro-optic device according to claim 12 characterized by being attached

so that said side face may become an abbreviation perpendicular to the line which connected the edge

and said side face of said top light-shielding film which counters said side face.

[Claim 14] Said top light-shielding film is an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-13

characterized by including the part which inclines so that said channel field may be covered in the shape
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of a hat according to climax of said heights.

[Claim 15] the opposite substrate by which opposite arrangement was carried out through electrooptic

material to said substrate — further — having— **** — said top light-shielding film — replacing with

— or — in addition, an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-14 characterized by having

a light-shielding film besides a wrap for said channel field from the upper part at least on said opposite

substrate.

[Claim 16] Said top light-shielding film is an electro-optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-15

characterized by consisting of a capacity line or a capacity electrode partially at least.

[Claim 17] The side which counters said channel field in said top light-shielding film is an electro-optic

device given in any 1 term of claims 1-16 characterized by consisting of a light absorption layer.

[Claim 18] The projection mold display characterized by having the incident light study system which

projects as an image the light by which outgoing radiation is carried out to the light source which carries

out incidence of the light from said electro-optic device on an electro-optic device and this electro-

optic device given in any 1 term of claims 1-17.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention belongs to the technical field of the electro-optic device of a

active-matrix drive method, and a projection mold indicating equipment, and belongs to the technical

field of the projection mold indicating equipment equipped with the electro-optic device and such an

electro-optic device of the format especially equipped with the thin film transistor for pixel switching

(TFT is called suitably below Thin Film Transistor:) into the laminated structure on a substrate.

[0002]

[Background of the Invention] In the electro-optic device of a TFT active-matrix drive format, if

incident light is irradiated by the channel field of TFT for pixel switching established in each pixel, optical

leakage current will occur in excitation by light, and the property of TFT will change. It becomes

important to shade the incident light to the channel field and its boundary region of TFT especially, in

the case of the electro-optic device for the light valves of a projector, since the reinforcement of

incident light is high.

[0003] then, the light-shielding film which specifies the opening field of each pixel conventionally

established in the opposite substrate — or it is constituted so that the starting channel field and its

boundary region may be shaded with the data line which consists of metal membranes, such as

aluminum (aluminum), while passing through a TFT top. Furthermore, the light-shielding film which

consists of a refractory metal may be prepared also in the location (namely, under TFT) which counters
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on a TFT array substrate at TFT for pixel switching. Thus, if a light-shielding film is prepared also in the

TFT bottom, when the rear-face reflected light from a TFT array substrate side and two or more

electro-optic devices are combined through prism etc. and it constitutes one optical system, it can

prevent that return light, such as incident light which runs through prism etc., carries out incidence to

TFT of the electro-optic device concerned from other electro-optic devices.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, according to the various protection-from-light

techniques mentioned above, there are the following troubles.

[0005] That is, according to the technique which forms a light-shielding film on an opposite substrate

and a TFT array substrate first, the protection from light to the light which looked at in three dimension,

for example, has estranged considerably through a liquid crystal layer, an electrode, an interlayer

insulation film, etc., and carries out incidence aslant to between both is not enough between a light-

shielding film and a channel field. In the small electro-optic device used especially as a light valve of a

projector, incident light is the flux of light which extracted the light from the light source with the lens,

and since it contains so that the component which carries out incidence aslant cannot be disregarded (it

is the component which inclined about 15 degrees from 10 degrees from a direction perpendicular to a

substrate about 10%), that the protection from light to the incident light of such slant is not enough

poses a practice top problem.

[0006] In addition, after the light which invaded in the electro-optic device from the field without a light-

shielding film is reflected by the inside of the side which faces the top face of a light-shielding film and

the channel field of the data line which were formed in the top face of a substrate, or the top face of a

substrate, finally the multiple echo light in which the reflected light or this starting was further reflected

by the top face of a substrate or the inside of a light-shielding film or the data line may arrive at the

channel field of TFT.

[0007] It takes for attaining highly-minute-izing of an electro-optic device, or detailed-ization of a pixel

pitch in order to meet a general request called high-definition-izing of a display image in recent years

especially. Furthermore, that a bright image should be displayed, it takes for raising the optical

reinforcement of incident light, and according to the various conventional protection-from-light

techniques mentioned above, it becomes more difficult to give sufficient protection from light, and there

is a trouble that a flicker etc. will arise and the grace of a display image will fall by change of the

transistor characteristics of TFT.

[0008] In addition, in order to raise such lightfastness, it is thought that what is necessary is just to

extend the formation field of a light-shielding film, but in having extended the formation field of a light-

shielding film, the trouble that it becomes difficult fundamentally to raise the numerical aperture of each

pixel arises in order to raise the brightness of a display image. Furthermore, in having extended the

formation field of a light-shielding film recklessly, when taking the example by the internal reflection

resulting from slanting light and multiple echo light occurring by existence of the light-shielding film of a

TFT top which consists of a lower light-shielding film, the lower data line, etc. of TFT, there is also a

trouble with difficult solution of causing increase of such an internal reflection light or multiple echo light.

[0009] This invention is made in view of an above-mentioned trouble, and it excels in lightfastness, and

let it be a technical problem to offer the projection mold display equipped with the high-definition bright

electro-optic device in which image display is possible and such a bright high-definition electro-optic

device.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order that the electro-optic device of this invention may solve the

above-mentioned technical problem, on a substrate A pixel electrode, Even if it is arranged at this thin

film transistor [ which was connected to this pixel electrode ], and thin film transistor bottom and there

are few said thin film transistors, a channel field A top to a wrap top light-shielding film, It is arranged at

said thin film transistor bottom, and has heights at least to the field of said thin film transistor to which
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it has the wrap bottom light-shielding film from the bottom, and said substrate counters said channel

field in said channel field, and said bottom light-shielding film is formed on these heights.

[001 1] According to the electro-optic device of this invention, the drive by the active-matrix drive

method can be performed by carrying out switching control by the thin film transistor by which the pixel

electrode was connected to this. And a top light-shielding film can fully raise protection from light of as

opposed to [ since the channel field at least is covered with the top light-shielding film from the

bottom ] the incident light from a direction perpendicular to a substrate of a thin film transistor.

Furthermore, a bottom light-shielding film can fully raise the protection from light to return light, such as

light which outgoing radiation is carried out from other electro-optic devices in the projector of the

double plate type of a thin film transistor which used the rear-face reflected light of a substrate, and

two or more electro-optic devices as a light valve since the channel field at least is covered with the

bottom light-shielding film from the bottom, and runs through synthetic optical system. Incident light

contains the component (slanting light is called hereafter) which carries out incidence from across to a

substrate, this slanting light is reflected on the near front face facing the top face of the bottom light-

shielding film formed on the substrate, i.e., a thin film transistor, and a slanting internal reflection light is

generated in the electro-optic device concerned here. Furthermore, the internal reflection light of such

slant is reflected by other interfaces in the electro-optic device concerned, and a slanting multiple echo

light is generated.

[0012] Especially, if the internal reflection light and multiple echo light which originated in such a slanting

light temporarily since it was far powerful arrive at the channel field of a thin film transistor compared

with return light, optical leakage current will occur and, as for incident light, the property of a thin film

transistor will change. And generating of such optical leakage current becomes more remarkable, as

incident light reinforcement is strengthened, in order to make a display image bright.

[0013] In the electro-optic device of this invention, however, a substrate It has heights to the field

which counters a channel field. A bottom light-shielding film Since it is formed on these heights, in case

the internal reflection light and multiple echo light like **** are generated (i.e., when reflected on the

top face of the bottom light-shielding film formed on the substrate), compared with the case where the

top face of a substrate is flat, the inclination which the reflected light diffuses in the surroundings of a

channel field or the side becomes strong. For this reason, the component in internal reflection light or

multiple echo light which finally arrives at a channel field can be reduced. Consequently, the protection-

fronrHight engine performance not only to the protection-from-light engine performance but the slanting

light to the incident light and return light of a direction perpendicular to a substrate can be raised, and a

display of a high-definition image is attained by the thin film transistor which finally has good transistor

characteristics, and it becomes advantageous in case a bright image is especially displayed using the

incident light of optical high reinforcement.

[0014] In one mode of the electro-optic device of this invention, said bottom light-shielding film is

formed on the top face of said heights, and the side face at least.

[0015] According to this mode, the component in internal reflection light or multiple echo light which

finally arrives at a channel field can be reduced by the bottom light-shielding film formed in the top face

and side face of heights.

[0016] In addition, a bottom light-shielding film may be formed even in the perimeter through a side face

from the top face of heights. Since the inclination diffused outside by making heights into a center with

the internal reflection light and multiple echo light like **** increases in any case, the component which

finally arrives at a channel fieid can be reduced.

[0017] In other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention, said heights are formed in the shape

of an island for said every channel field.

[0018] Since the internal reflection light and multiple echo light resulting from the slanting light from a

four way type or this are diffused on all sides centering on a channel field by the bottom light-shielding

film formed on the heights formed in the shape of an island for every channel field according to this



mode, the component in the starting internal reflection light and multiple echo light which finally arrives

at a channel field can be reduced.

[0019] Said heights may consist of this mode so that it may see superficially and may be located in the

intersection in a grid-like non-pixel opening field.

[0020] Thus, if constituted, the level difference originated and produced at a heights list in the substrate

side of a pixel electrode in the existence of other wiring, an electrode, etc. by which laminating formation

is carried out on it will be located in the intersection in a non-pixel opening field. A "pixel opening field"

points out the field which the light which contributes to a display in each pixel in the image display field

where it comes to arrange two or more pixel electrodes actually penetrates or reflects here. On the

other hand, a "non-pixel opening field" points out the field which the light which contributes to a display

in each pixel in an image display field does not actually penetrate or reflect, and various components,

such as wiring of the data line, the scanning line, a capacity line, etc., and a capacity electrode, a thin

film transistor, a junction layer, an electrode, wiring, etc. are arranged in an image display field using this

field. Therefore, even if the level difference resulting from heights etc. is large, electrooptic material,

such as poor orientation of the liquid crystal produced with this level difference, can remove the field

from which a malfunction is started from a pixel opening field, and can be prevented from causing a poor

display. [0021] Or in other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention, said heights are formed

in the shape of a stripe.

[0022] According to this mode, the component in the internal reflection light and multiple echo light

which start the internal reflection light and multiple echo light which originate in the slanting light from a

direction or this which crosses that longitudinal direction by the bottom light-shielding film formed on

the heights formed in the shape of a stripe since a channel field is diffused as a core which finally

arrives at a channel field can be reduced.

[0023] Decreasing also becomes possible by strengthening the vertical electric field in the field which

produces this horizontal electric field by heaping up the edge of a pixel electrode for the bad influence

of the horizontal electric field produced in the pixel inter-electrode which adjoins in the direction at

which the scanning line is crossed each other along with the scanning line by stripe-like heights when

adopting the scanning-line reversal drive method which reverses and drives the polarity of the applied

voltage of a pixel electrode for every scanning line especially. [0024] In addition to said channel field,

said heights are formed also in the field which counters the field contiguous to said channel field in the

semi-conductor layer of said thin film transistor in other modes of the electro-optic device of this

invention.

[0025] According to this mode, heights are formed also in the field contiguous to channel fields, such as

a LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) field and an offset field, and the bottom light-shielding film is formed on

these heights. For this reason, the component which arrives at the field in internal reflection light or

multiple echo light which finally ac(joins a channel field and it can be reduced. Consequently, since not

only a channel field but generating of the optical leakage current in a LDD field, an offset field, etc. can

be reduced, a display of a high-definition image is attained by the thin film transistor which has better

transistor characteristics, and it becomes very advantageous in case a bright image is especially

displayed using the incident light of optical high reinforcement.

[0026] It comes to etch the field excluding [ said heights ] said heights on said substrate in other modes

of the electro-optic device of this invention.

[0027] Since heights are relatively formed by etching a substrate and forming a crevice according to this

mode, the simplification of the laminated structure on a substrate and a manufacture process can be

attained. The heights which have the desired depth and a desired flat-surface pattern especially are

obtained comparatively simply. [0028] Or said heights consist of a member for heights formation formed

on said substrate in other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention.

[0029] According to this mode, by forming the member for heights formation the shape of an island, in

the shape of a stripe, etc. on a substrate, since heights are formed, the simplification of the laminated
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structure on a substrate and a manufacture process can be attained The heights which have the

desired depth and a desired flat-surface pattern especially are obtained comparatively simply. [0030]

Said bottom light-shielding film consists of film containing a refractory metal in other modes of the

electro-optic device of this invention.

[0031] According to this mode, the bottom light-shielding film which consists of film containing a

refractory metal can perform protection from light to the return light in the thin film transistor bottom

good. Under the present circumstances, since it can decrease by heights especially about internal

reflection light or multiple echo light, a reflection factor becomes employable [ the film containing a high

metal ]. As film containing a refractory metal, the metal simple substance containing at least one of

refractory metals, such as Ti (titanium), Cr (chromium), W (tungsten), Ta (tantalum), Mo (molybdenum),

and Pb (lead), an alloy, metal silicide, a polysilicon side, the thing that carried out the laminating of these

are mentioned, for example.

[0032] Said substrate is trenched along the grid-like non-pixel opening field, and it becomes impossible

to heap up said heights by said Mizouchi to it in other modes of the electro-optic device of this

invention.

[0033] According to this mode, flattening of the substrate side of the pixel electrode by these existence

can be carried out in general by embedding partially various components, such as wiring of the scanning

line, the data line, a capacity line, etc., and a capacity electrode, a thin film transistor, wiring, an

electrode, etc. at least at Mizouchi dug in the substrate. For this reason, the malfunction of electrooptic

material, such as poor orientation of the liquid crystal by the level difference, can be reduced. And a

channel field can be diffused for the internal reflection light and multiple echo light resulting from

slanting light or this as a core by the bottom light-shielding film formed on the heights it becomes

impossible that are heaped up by such Mizouchi.

[0034] It has further wiring connected to said thin film transistor on said substrate, the field which

counters said wiring at said substrate is trenched, and it becomes impossible or to heap up said heights

by said Mizouchi in other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention.

[0035] According to this mode, flattening of the substrate side of the pixel electrode by these existence

can be carried out in general by embedding partially wiring of the scanning line, the data line, a capacity

line, etc. at least at Mizouchi dug in the substrate. For this reason, the malfunction of the electrooptic

material by the level difference can be reduced. And a channel field can be diffused for the internal

reflection light and multiple echo light resulting from slanting light or this as a core by the bottom light-

shielding film formed on the heights it becomes impossible that are heaped up by such Mizouchi.

[0036] As for said heights, the taper is attached to the side face in other modes of the electro-optic

device of this invention.

[0037] According to this mode, a channel field can be diffused for the internal reflection light and

multiple echo light resulting from slanting light or this as a core by the bottom light-shielding film formed

on the side face of the heights to which the taper was attached.

[0038] In this mode, said taper may be attached so that said side face may become an abbreviation

perpendicular to the line which connected the edge and said side face of said top light-shielding film

which counters said side face.

[0039] Thus, if constituted, the component which results in the bottom light-shielding film which is on

the side face of heights from the side of a top light-shielding film will be reflected almost perpendicularly

among the slanting light by which incidence is carried out from the upper part by the bottom light-

shielding fiim formed on the side face made into the abbreviation perpendicular to the line which

connected the edge and side face of a top light-shielding film. Therefore, a channel field can be certainly

diffused for the internal reflection light and multiple echo light resulting from slanting light or this as a

core by the bottom light-shielding film formed on heights.

[0040] In other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention, said top light-shielding film contains

the part which inclines so that said channel field may be covered in the shape of a hat according to
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climax of said heights.

[0041] According to this mode, possibility that the slanting light from the upper part will arrive at the

channel field located in the space surrounded by the part toward which a top light-shielding film inclines

can be reduced according to the nearness from the magnitude and the channel field of the inclination of

the inclining part to a top light-shielding film. [0042] In other modes of the electro-optic device of this

invention, it has further the opposite substrate by which opposite arrangement was carried out through

electrooptic material to said substrate, and, in addition, said top light-shielding film is replaced with or

equipped with a light-shielding film besides a wrap for said channel field from the upper part at least on

said opposite substrate.

[0043] According to this mode, since it is covered with other light-shielding films of a thin film transistor

which replaced the channel field with from the bottom in addition to the top light-shielding film, and were

formed on the opposite substrate at least, the protection from light to the incident light from a direction

perpendicular to a substrate can fully be raised. And the component which escapes from the side of

other light-shielding films formed on the opposite substrate in this way, and finally arrives at a channel

field by the bottom light-shielding film formed on heights can be reduced.

[0044] In other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention, said top light-shielding film consists

of a capacity line or a capacity electrode partially at least.

[0045] Since storage capacitance can be added to a pixel electrode using the capacity line or capacity

electrode which functions also as a top light-shielding film according to this mode, the simplification of

the laminated structure on a substrate and a manufacture process can be attained as a whole. [0046] In

addition, partially, a top light-shielding film may consist of the data line connected to the thin film

transistor, and may consist of a middle conductive layer which carries out trunk connection of a thin film

transistor and the pixel electrode at least.

[0047] In other modes of the electro-optic device of this invention, the side which counters said

channel field in said top light-shielding film consists of a light absorption layer.

[0048] According to this mode, the quantity of light of the component which reaches a channel field

through reflection in the front face of the side which counters the inside of a top light-shielding film, i.e.,

a channel field, among the internal reflection light reflected by return light or the bottom light-shielding

film or multiple echo light can be reduced by the light absorption layer of the top light-shielding film

concerned. Even if return light passes through the side of a bottom light-shielding film and results in the

inside of a top light-shielding film especially, since optical reinforcement is fundamentally low as

compared with incident light, return light is fully removable with the light absorption by such light

absorption layer. In addition, what is necessary is for the starting light absorption layer just to consist of

for example, polish recon film. [0049] The projection mold display of this invention is equipped with the

light source which carries out incidence of the light to the electro-optic device (the various modes are

included) and this electro-optic device of this invention mentioned above, and the incident light study

system which projects as an image the light by which outgoing radiation is carried out from said electro-

optic device in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem.

[0050] According to the projection mold indicating equipment of this invention, it is projected on the

light by which incidence of the light from the light source is carried out to the electro-optic device

which functions as a light valve, and outgoing radiation is carried out from this electro-optic device by

the screen etc. as an image by the incident light study system. Under the present circumstances, since

the electro-optic device concerned is an electro-optic device of this invention mentioned above, even if

it raises the luminous intensity from the light source, it can cam/ out switching control of the pixel

electrode good by the thin film transistor by which optical leakage current was reduced with the

protection-from-light engine performance which was excellent like the above-mentioned. Consequently,

finally a display of a high-definition image is attained.

[0051] Such an operation and other gains of this invention are made clear from the gestalt of the

operation explained below.
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[0052]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained based on a

drawing. The following operation gestalten apply the electro-optic device of this invention to liquid

crystal equipment.

[0053] (The 1 st operation gestalt) The configuration in the pixel section of the electro-optic device in

the operation gestalt of this invention is first explained with reference to drawing 3 from drawing 1 R> 1

.

Drawing 1 is equal circuits, such as various components in two or more pixels formed in the shape of

[ which constitutes the image display field of an electro-optic device ] a matrix, and wiring. Drawing 2 is

a top view of two or more pixel groups where the TFT array substrate with which the data line, the

scanning line, a pixel electrode, etc. were formed adjoins each other. Drawing 3 is the A-A' sectional

view of drawing 2 . In addition, in order to make each class and each part material into the magnitude of

extent which can be recognized on a drawing, scales are. made to have differed for each class or every

each part material in drawing 3 .

[0054] In drawing 1 , TFT30 for carrying out switching control of pixel electrode 9a and the pixel

electrode 9a concerned, respectively is formed in two or more pixels formed in the shape of [ which

constitutes the image display field of the electro-optic device in this operation gestalt ] a matrix, and

data-line 6a to which a picture signal is supplied is electrically connected to the source concerned of

TFT30. The picture signals SI, S2, — . Sn written in data-line 6a may be supplied to line sequential, and

you may make it supply them to this order for every group to two or more data-line 6a which acjjoin

each other. Moreover, scanning-line 3a is electrically connected to the gate of TFT30, and it consists of

predetermined timing so that the scan signals G1, G2, — , Gm may be impressed to scanning-line 3a in

pulse line sequential at this order. It connects with the drain of TFT30 electrically, and pixel electrode

9a writes in the picture signals S1, S2, — , Sn supplied from data-line 6a in TFT30 which is a switching

element when only a fixed period closes the switch to predetermined timing. Fixed period maintenance

of the picture signals S1, S2, — , Sn of the predetermined level written in the liquid crystal as an

example of electrooptic material through pixel electrode 9a is carried out between the

counterelectrodes (it mentions later) formed in the opposite substrate (it mentions later). When the

orientation and order of molecular association change with the voltage levels impressed, liquid crystal

modulates light and enables a gradation display. The transmission to incident light decreases according

to the electrical potential difference impressed in the unit of each pixel when it was in no MARI White

mode, if it is in NOMA reeve rack mode, the transmission to incident light will be increased according to

the electrical potential difference impressed in the unit of each pixel, and light with the contrast

according to a picture signal will carry out outgoing radiation from an electro-optic device as a whole.

Here, in order to prevent the held picture signal leaking, storage capacitance 70 is added to the liquid

crystal capacity and juxtaposition which are formed between pixel electrode 9a and a counterelectrode.

[0055] In drawing 2 , on the TFT array substrate of an electro-optic device, two or more transparent

pixel electrode 9a (the profile is shown by dotted-line section 9a') is prepared in the shape of a matrix,

and data-line 6a and scanning-line 3a are prepared respectively along the boundary of pixel electrode 9a

in every direction.

[0056] Moreover, scanning-line 3a is arranged so that channel field 1a' shown in the fine slash field of a

Fig. Nakamigi riser among semi-conductor layer la may be countered, and scanning-line 3a functions as

a gate electrode. With this operation gestalt, especially scanning-line 3a is broadly formed in the part

used as the gate electrode concerned. Thus, TFT30 for pixel switching by which opposite arrangement

of the scanning-line 3a was carried out as a gate electrode is formed in the crossing part of scanning-

line 3a and data-line 6a at channel field 1a', respectively.

[0057] As shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 , the capacity line 300 is formed on scanning-line 3a. The

capacity line 300 comes to contain the lobe projected under drawing 2 Nakagami along with data-line 6a

from the main track section which sees superficially and is extended in the shape of a stripe along with

scanning-line 3a, and scanning-line 3a and this main track section in the intersection of the data line 6.
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The capacity line 300 consists of metal silicide film containing a refractory metal etc. However, the

capacity line 300 may be constituted so that the 1st film which consists of conductive polish recon film

etc., and the 2nd film which consists of metal silicide film containing a refractory metal etc. may have

the multilayer structure by which the laminating was carried out. The capacity line 300 has a function as

a fixed potential side capacity electrode of the storage capacitance 70 besides the function of capacity

line original, and has further a function as a top light-shielding film which shades TFT30 from incident

light in a TFT30 top.

[0058] On the other hand, to the capacity line 300, the junction layer 71 by which opposite arrangement

is carried out through a dielectric film 75 has a function as a pixel potential side capacity electrode of

storage capacitance 70, and has further a function as a middle conductive layer which carries out trunk

connection of pixel electrode 9a and the high concentration drain field 1e of TFT30.

[0059] Thus, with this operation gestalt, storage capacitance 70 is built by carrying out opposite

arrangement of the junction layer 71 as a pixel potential side capacity electrode connected to high

concentration drain field 1 e of TFT30, and pixel electrode 9a, and a part of capacity line 300 as a fixed

potential side capacity electrode through a dielectric film 75.

[0060] And it sees superficially to the TFT30 up side on the TFT array substrate 10, the grid-like top

light-shielding film is constituted, and by data-line 6a extended, respectively and the capacity line 300

extended in the longitudinal direction in drawing 2 , respectively carrying out a phase crossover, and

forming it in the lengthwise direction in drawing 2 has prescribed the opening field which is each pixel.

[0061] On the other hand, bottom light-shielding film 1 1a is prepared in the TFT30 bottom on the TFT
array substrate 10 in the shape of a grid.

[0062] The capacity line 300 and bottom light-shielding film 11a which constitute an example of these

top light-shielding films consist of the metal simple substance containing at least one of refractory

metals, such as Ti, Cr, W, Ta, Mo, and Pb, an alloy, metal silicide, a polysilicon side, a thing that carried

out the laminating of these, respectively.

[0063] Moreover, in drawing 3 , the dielectric film 75 arranged between the junction layer 71 as a

capacity electrode and the capacity line 300 consists of silicon oxide film, such as comparatively thin

HTO film of about 5-200nm of thickness, and LTO film, or a silicon nitride film. As long as membranous

dependability is fully acquired from a viewpoint which increases storage capacitance 70 f a dielectric film

75 is so good that it is thin.

[0064] As shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 , pixel electrode 9a is electrically connected to high

concentration drain field 1e among semi-conductor layer 1a through contact holes 83 and 85 by relaying

the junction layer 71. Thus, if trunk connection is carried out using the junction layer 71, even if the

distance between layers is long to about 2000nm, between both is comparatively connectable good in

two or more in-series contact holes of a minor diameter, avoiding the technical difficulty which connects

between both in one contact hole, it becomes possible [ raising a pixel numerical aperture ], etching at

the time of contact hole puncturing runs, and it is useful also to prevention.

[0065] On the other hand, data-line 6a is electrically connected to Id of high concentration source

fields through the contact hole 81 among semi-conductor layer 1a which consists of polish recon film. In

addition, it is also possible to carry out trunk connection of data-line 6a and the high concentration

source field 1a by the junction layer.

[0066] It is installed in the perimeter from the image display field where pixel electrode 9a has been

arranged, it connects with the constant source of potential electrically, and let the capacity line 300 be

fixed potential. The constant source of potential of a positive supply cr a negative supply supplied to the

data-line drive circuit (it mentions later) which controls the sampling circuit which supplies the

scanning-line drive circuit (it mentions later) and picture signal for supplying the scan signal for driving

TFT30 to scanning-line 3a as a starting constant source of potential to data-line 6a is sufficient, and

the constant potential supplied to the counterelectrode 21 of the opposite substrate 20 is also available.

Furthermore, in order to avoid that the potential fluctuation does a bad influence to TFT30 also about
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bottom light-shielding film 1 la, it is good to install in the perimeter from an image display field, and to

connect with the constant source of potential like the capacity line 300.

[0067] The electro-optic device is equipped with the transparent TFT array substrate 10 and the

transparent opposite substrate 20 by which opposite arrangement is carried out at this in drawing 2 and

drawing 3 . The TFT array substrate 10 consists of for example, a quartz substrate, a glass substrate,

and a silicon substrate, and the opposite substrate 20 consists of a glass substrate or a quartz

substrate.

[0068] Although omitted in drawing 2 by the TFT array substrate 10, as shown in drawing 3 , it sees to it

superficially and slot 10cv of the shape of a somewhat larger grid than a bottom light-shielding film is

dug in it. Wiring, a component, etc. of scanning-line 3a, data-line 6a, and TFT30 grade are embedded in

this slot lOcv. The level difference between the field where wiring, a component, etc. exist, and the field

not existing is eased by this, and a poor image, such as poor orientation of the liquid crystal which finally

originated in the level difference, can be reduced.

[0069] The island-like heights 401 are formed in the location which counters the base of slot 10cv to

channel field 1a' and its adjoining field especially with this operation gestalt. The configuration and the

operation effectiveness of such heights 401 are behind explained in full detail with reference to drawing

6 from drawing 4 with a protection-from-light function.

[0070] As shown in drawing 3 , pixel electrode 9a is prepared in the TFT array substrate 10, and the

orientation film 16 with which predetermined orientation processing of rubbing processing etc. was

performed is formed in the bottom. Pixel electrode 9a consists of transparent conductive film, such as

for example, ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) film. Moreover, the orientation film 1 6 consists of organic film, such

as for example, polyimide film.

[0071] On the other hand, it crosses to the opposite substrate 20 all over the, the counterelectrode 21

is formed, and the orientation film 22 with which predetermined orientation processing of rubbing

processing etc. was performed is formed in the bottom. A counterelectrode 21 consists of transparent

conductive film, such as for example, ITO film. Moreover, the orientation film 22 consists of organic film,

such as polyimide film.

[0072] Thus, between the TFT array substrates 10 and the opposite substrates 20 which have been

arranged so that pixel electrode 9a and the counterelectrode 21 which were constituted may meet, the

liquid crystal which is an example of electrooptic material is enclosed with the space surrounded by the

below-mentioned sealant, and the liquid crystal layer 50 is formed. The liquid crystal layer 50 takes a

predetermined orientation condition with the orientation film 16 and 22 in the condition that the electric

field from pixel electrode 9a are not impressed. The liquid crystal layer 50 consists of liquid crystal

which mixed the pneumatic liquid crystal of a kind or some kinds. It is the adhesives which consist of a

photo-setting resin or thermosetting resin in order that a sealant may stick the TFT array substrate 10

and the opposite substrate 20 around those, and gap material, such as glass fiber for making distance

between both substrates into a predetermined value or a glass bead, is mixed.

[0073] Furthermore, the substrate insulator layer 12 is formed in the bottom of TFT30 for pixel

switching. The substrate insulator layer 12 has the function to prevent change of the property of TFT30

for pixel switching with the dry area at the time of polish of the front face of the TFT array substrate 10,

the dirt which remains after washing, by being formed all over the TFT array substrate 10 besides the

function which carries out layer insulation of TFT30 from bottom light-shielding film 1 1a.

[0074] In drawing 3 TFT30 for pixel switching Channel field 1a' of semi-conductor layer 1a in which it

has LDD structure and a channel is formed of the electric field from scanning-line 3a and concerned

scanning-line 3a, 1d list of high concentration source fields of low concentration source field 1b and low

concentration drain field 1c of the insulator layer 2 containing the gate dielectric film with which

scanning-line 3a and semi-conductor layer 1a are insulated, and semi-conductor layer 1a, and semi-

conductor layer 1a is equipped with high concentration drain field 1e.

[0075] On scanning-line 3a, the 1st interlayer insulation film 41 with which the contact hole 83 which
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leads to the contact hole 81 and high concentration drain field 1e which lead to 1d of high concentration

source fields was punctured respectively is formed.

[0076] On the 1st interlayer insulation film 41, the junction layer 71 and the capacity line 300 are formed,

and the 2nd interlayer insulation film 42 with which the contact hole 81 and the contact hole 85 were

punctured respectively is formed on these.

[0077] DataHine 6a is formed on the 2nd interlayer insulation film 42, and the 3rd interlayer insulation

film 43 with which the contact hole 85 which leads to the junction layer 71 was formed is formed on

these. Pixel electrode 9a is prepared in the top face of the 3rd interlayer insulation film 43 constituted in

this way.

[0078] Next, the configuration and protection-fronrHight function concerning the heights 401 formed in

the top face of the TFT array substrate 10 in this operation gestalt with reference to drawing 6 from

drawing 4 are explained in full detail. It is the partial expansion perspective view showing semi-conductor

layer 1a arranged at the substrate insulator layer 12 which drawing 4 has at a heights 401 top, and a this

top here. Drawing 5 is the partial expansion perspective view showing the top face of the TFT array

substrate 10 in which slot 10cv and heights 401 were formed. Moreover, drawing 6 is the graph false

sectional view showing the situation of protection from light by top light-shielding film (capacity line 300

and data-line 6a) and bottom light-shielding film 1 1a which can set channel field 1a
f

of TFT30 up and

down two-dimensional in the basic configuration of the operation gestalt mentioned above. In addition,

although each film, the actual configuration of heights, and actual arrangement in drawing 6 become

more complicated than what is three-dimension-like and was shown in drawing 6 , suppose them that

the relation of protection from light to the incident light and return light in near channel field 1a' is

shown in graph here. Moreover, he extracts channel field 1a' and its vertical light-shielding film out of

the laminated structure on the TFT array substrate 10, and is trying to show the relation between these,

incident light, and return light by drawing 6 .

[0079] As shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 which were mentioned above in drawing 4 and the drawing 5

list, especially with this operation gestalt, heights 401 are formed in the TFT array substrate 10 in the

shape of an island in the field which counters channel field 1a* at least among each semi-conductor

layer 1a. And such heights 401 are formed in slot 10cv dug in the shape of a grid along with scanning-

line 3a and data-line 6a, and are located in the intersection of scanning-line 3a and data-line 6a.

Furthermore, according to heights 401, as shown in drawing 6 and drawing 3 R> 3 mentioned above, the

top light-shielding film containing the capacity line 300 consists of especially these operation gestalten

so that channel field 1a' may be covered in the shape of a hat.

[0080] According to this operation gestalt. low concentration source field lb and low concentration drain

field 1c (refer to drawing 3 ) which adjoin a channel field 1a* list at this Since it is covered with the top

light-shielding film slack capacity line 300 and data-line 6a from the bottom As shown in drawing 6 , the

top light-shielding film slack capacity line 300 and data-line 6a can fully raise the protection from light

to incident light Lis from a direction perpendicular to the TFT array substrate 10 among incident light

LI. On the other hand, low concentration source field 1b and low concentration drain field 1c (refer to

drawing 3 ) which adjoin a channel field 1a
1

list at this Since it is covered with bottom light-shielding film

11a from the bottom, as shown in drawing 6 The rear-face reflected light of the TFT array substrate 10,

the light which outgoing radiation is carried out from other electro-optic devices in the projector of the

double plate type which used two or more electro-optic devices as a light valve, and runs through

synthetic optical system, Bottom light-shielding film 11a can fully raise the protection from light to the

return light L2.

[0081] As shown in drawing 6 here, incident light LI contains slanting light L1i which carries out

incidence from across to the TFT array substrate 10. For example, the incident angle contains the

component from which even ten - about 15 degrees shift [ perpendicular] about 10%. Such slanting light

LI i is reflected on the top face of bottom light-shielding film 11a formed on the TFT array substrate 10,

and a slanting internal reflection light is generated in the electro-optic device concerned. Furthermore,
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the internal reflection light of such slant is reflected by other interfaces in the electro-optic device

concerned, and a slanting multiple echo light is generated. Incident light L1 is far powerful compared with

the return light L2, and its slanting internal reflection light and multiple echo light based on such incident

light are also especially powerful

[0082] However, with this operation gestalt, the inclination diffused on all sides of channel field 1a*

becomes strong by reflection by bottom light-shielding film 1 1a by which such an internal reflection light

and a multiple echo light were formed on the side face in which the taper in heights 401 was attached.

For this reason, the component in internal reflection light or multiple echo light which finally reaches

channel field 1a' can be reduced.

[0083] Since there is not like additional processing and it ends like compared with the case of the

manufacture process which includes the process which forms slot 1 0cv since it can form in coincidence

in case slot 10cv is formed by etching on the TFT array substrate 10, such heights 401 are

advantageous.

[0084] The height of heights 401 is set to about 700-8O0nm from such a viewpoint. And it is good to

attach a taper to the side face of heights 401 so that it may reflect in the direction from which slanting

light Lli which reaches bottom light-shielding film 11a formed on the slant face of heights 401 separated

from channel field 1a' according to the formation field of a top light-shielding film, and the class of light

source. As for the taper especially in the side face of heights 401 , it is desirable to be attached so that

a side face may become an abbreviation perpendicular to the line which connected the edge and side

face of the top light-shielding film which counters a side face. Thus, if constituted, as shown in drawing

6 , slanting light L1i which results in bottom light-shielding film 11a which is on the side face of heights

401 from the side of a top light-shielding film will be reflected almost perpendicularly by bottom light-

shielding film 11a. Therefore, channel field 1a
1

can be certainly diffused for the internal reflection light

and multiple echo light resulting from slanting light L1i or this as a core by bottom light-shielding film

1 1 a formed on heights 401

.

[0085] In addition, the component which results in bottom light-shielding film 1 1a on the side face of

heights 401 leans 20 degrees or about 30 degrees as opposed to the normal of the 10th page of a TFT

array substrate from the side of a top light-shielding film in this way. That is, in drawing 6 , reaching

channel field la' by reflection by bottom light-shielding film 11a does not almost have slanting light L1i

to which only the include angle theta inclined from the normal. On the other hand, from such an include

angle theta, since it is shaded by the top light-shielding film the slanting light near the direction of a

normal, or perpendicular incident light Lis, channel field 1a
1

is hardly reached too.

[0086] in addition, it is shown in drawing 6 — as — this operation gestalt — a top light-shielding film —
climax of heights 401 — responding— channel field 1a* — the shape of a hat— a wrap — since the

part which inclines like is included, possibility that the slanting light Li from the upper part will reach

channel field 1a' located in the space surrounded by the part toward which the top light-shielding film

concerned inclines can be reduced. In addition, if a top light-shielding film is formed in the shape of a

hat in this way, possibility that slanting return light L1i will reflect by the inside of a top light-shielding

film, and will reach channel field 1a' will arise, but since return light reinforcement is far low as compared

with incident light reinforcement, a problem seldom becomes. Furthermore, since the junction layer 71

arranged at the inside of the top light-shielding film slack capacity line 300 functions also as a light

absorption layer, reflection of the return light of the slant in the inside of such a top light-shielding film

can be reduced fundamentally.

[0087] By carrying out the laminating of many conductive layers with the operation gestalt explained

above, as shown in drawing 3 Although it is easing by digging slot 10cv to the TFT array substrate 10,

that a level difference arises to the field in alignment with data-line 6a and scanning-line 3a in the

substrate side (namely, front face of the 3rd interlayer insulation film 43) of pixel electrode 9a Change

into this or, in addition, the substrate insulator layer 12, the 1st interlayer insulation film 41, the 2nd

interlayer insulation film 42, and the 3rd interlayer insulation film 43 are trenched. By embedding wiring
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and the TFT30 grade of data-line 6a etc., may perform flattening processing and By grinding the level

difference of the top face of the 3rd interlayer insulation film 43 or the 2nd interlayer insulation film 42

by CMP (Chemical Mechanical Polishing) processing etc. Or the flattening processing concerned may be

performed by forming in Taira and others using organic [ SOG ] (Spin On Glass).

[0088] In addition, in the front face of the 3rd interlayer insulation film 43 of substrate side slack of pixel

electrode 9a, a level difference arises by existence of heights 401. However, since heights 401 are

located in the intersection of scanning-line 3a and data-line 6a, they do not almost have being able to

stop mostly the field which the poor orientation of liquid crystal produces in a non-pixel opening field,

and having a bad influence on a display image finally with such a level difference. If rubbing of the

orientation film 16 is especially carried out along with scanning-line 3a or data-line 6a, it will become

much more advantageous, when stopping the field which the poor orientation of liquid crystal produces

in a non-pixel opening field.

[0089] Furthermore, although TFT30 for pixel switching has LDD structure with the operation gestalt

explained above as preferably shown in drawing 3 , you may be TFT of the self aryne mold which may

have the offset structure which does not drive an impurity into low-concentration source field lb and

low-concentration drain field 1c, drives in an impurity by high concentration by using as a mask the gate

electrode which consists of a part of scanning-line 3a, and forms the high-concentration source and a

drain field in self align. Moreover, although considered as the single gate structure which has arranged

one gate electrode of TFT30 for pixel switching among 1d [ of high concentration source fields ], and

high concentration drain field 1e with this operation gestalt, two or more gate electrodes may be

arranged among these. Thus, if TFT is constituted above the dual gate or the triple gate, the leakage

current of a joint with a channel, the source, and a drain field can be prevented, and the current at the

time of OFF can be reduced.

[0090] (The 2nd operation gestalt) Next, the electro-optic device of the 2nd operation gestalt of this

invention is explained with reference to drawing 7 . Drawing 7 is the partial expansion perspective view

showing the top face of the TFT array substrate 10 in which slot 10cv' and heights 401 were formed.

[ in / here / the 2nd operation gestalt ] In drawing 7 , the same reference mark is given to the same

component as the case of the 1st operation gestalt shown in drawing 5 , and the explanation is omitted.

[0091] As shown in drawing 7 , if unlike the case of the 1st operation gestalt it is dug only by slot

•10cv"s meeting data-line 6a, and it meets scanning-line 3a, it is not dug with the 2nd operation gestalt.

About other configurations, it is the same as that of the case of the 1 st operation gestalt shown in

drawing 6 R> 6 from drawing 1 .

[0092] Therefore, when adopting the scanning-line reversal drive method which reverses and drives the

polarity of the applied voltage of pixel electrode 9a to every scanning-line 3a according to the 2nd

operation gestalt, also decreasing becomes possible by strengthening the vertical electric field in the

field which produces this horizontal electric field by heaping up the edge of pixel electrode 9a for the

bad influence of the horizontal electric field produced among pixel electrode 9a which acjjoin in the

direction of the data line each other along with scanning-line 3a. [0093] In similarly adopting the data-

line reversal drive method which reverses and drives the polarity of the applied voltage of pixel

electrode 9a to every data-line 6a The bad influence of the horizontal electric field produced among

pixel electrode 9a which adjoin in the direction of the scanning line each other by trenching in the shape

of a stripe along with scanning-line 3a By strengthening the vertical electric field in the field which

produces this horizontal electric field by heaping up the edge of pixel electrode 9a along with data-line

6a, decreasing also becomes possible. [0094] (The 3rd operation gestalt) Next, the electro-optic device

of the 3rd operation gestalt of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 8 . It is the graph

false sectional view showing the situation of protection from light by light-shielding film and bottom

light-shielding film 1 1a in which drawing 8 was formed on the opposite substrate 20 in the basic

configuration of the 3rd operation gestalt here two-dimensional. In addition, although each film, the

actual configuration of heights, and actual arrangement in drawing 8 become more complicated than
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what is three-dimension-like and was shown in drawing 8 , suppose them that the relation of protection

from light to the incident light and return light in near channel field 1a' is shown in graph here. Moreover,

he extracts channel field 1a
1

and a light-shielding film out of the laminated structure on the TFT array

substrate 10, and is trying to show the relation between these, incident light, and return light by drawing

8 . In drawing 8 , the same reference mark is given to the same component as the case of the 1 st

operation gestalt shown in drawing 6 , and the explanation is omitted. [0095] As shown in drawing 8 ,

with the 3rd operation gestalt, unlike the case of the 1st operation gestalt, it replaces with a top light-

shielding film, or, in addition, the light-shielding film 23 is formed on the opposite substrate 20. A light-

shielding film 23 is seen superficially, and even if there is little TFT30, channel field 1a' is formed the

shape of a wrap grid, and in the shape of a stripe. About other configurations, it is the same as that of

the case of the 1st operation gestalt shown in drawing 6 from drawing 1 .

[0096] Therefore, according to the 3rd operation gestalt, a light-shielding film 23 can fully raise the

protection from light to incident light L1 s from a direction perpendicular to the TFT array substrate 10.

And the component in slanting L1i which escapes from the side of a light-shielding film 23, and results in

bottom light-shielding film 11a by bottom light-shielding film 11a formed on heights 401 which finally

reaches channel field 1a' can be reduced.

[0097] furthermore, the top face [ in / to the opposite substrate 20 top / a light-shielding film 23 ]

where incident light is irradiated at least — high — it also becomes possible by forming by the film

[ **** ] to prevent the temperature rise of an electro-optic device. In addition, in this way, the light-

shielding film 23 on the opposite substrate 20 is formed so that it may be located inside the protection-

from-light layer which sees superficially preferably and consists of a capacity line 300 and data-line 6a.

Thereby, the effectiveness of such protection from light and temperature rise prevention is acquired by

the light-shielding film 23 on the opposite substrate 20, without lowering the numerical aperture of each

pixel.

[0098] (Deformation gestalt) Various kinds of deformation gestalten can be considered in the operation

gestalt explained above.

[0099] As a deformation gestalt of 1, heights 401 are formed in the shape of [ which is extended along

with scanning-line / the shape not of an island but / 3a or data-line 6a ] a stripe. Thus, even if

constituted, the component in the internal reflection light and multiple echo light which start the internal

reflection light and multiple echo light resulting from the slanting light from a direction or this which

crosses the longitudinal direction of heights since channel field 1a' is diffused as a core which finally

reaches channel field la' can be reduced. When adopting the scanning-line reversal drive method and

data-line reversal drive method which were especially mentioned above, reduction becomes possible by

strengthening the vertical electric field in the field which produces this horizontal electric field. [0100]

Heights 401 consist of members for heights formation which it did not come to etch the TFT array

substrate 10, but were formed on the TFT array substrate 10, such as a piece of an insulator layer, and

a piece of the electric conduction film, as other deformation gestalten. Thus, since the TFT array

substrate 10 convex section can be formed even if constituted, the same high protection-from-light

effectiveness as the case of the 1st operation gestalt is acquired by existence of bottom light-shielding

film 1 1 a on heights etc.

[0101] (The whole electro-optic device configuration) The whole electro-optic device configuration in

each operation gestalt constituted as mentioned above is explained with reference to drawing 9 and

drawing 10 . In addition, drawing 9 is the top view which looked at the TFT array substrate 10 from the

opposite substrate 20 side with each component formed on it, and drawing 10 is the H-H' sectional view

of drawing 9 .

[0102] In drawing 9 , on the TFT array substrate 10, the sealant 52 is formed along the edge and the

light-shielding film 53 as a frame which specifies the circumference of image display field 10a is formed

in parallel to the inside. The data-line drive circuit 101 and the external circuit connection terminal 102

which drive data-line 6a by supplying a picture signal to data-line 6a to predetermined timing are
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prepared in the field of the outside of a sealant 52 along with one side of the TFT array substrate 10,

and the scanning-line drive circuit 104 which drives scanning-line 3a is formed along with two sides

which adjoin this one side by supplying a scan signal to scanning-line 3a to predetermined timing. If the

scan signal delay supplied to scanning-line 3a does not become a problem, the thing only with one side

sufficient [ the scanning-line drive circuit 104 ] cannot be overemphasized. Moreover, the data-line

drive circuit 101 may be arranged on both sides along the side of image display field 10a. Furthermore,

two or more wiring 105 for connecting between the scanning-line drive circuits 104 established in the

both sides of image display field 10a is formed in one side in which the TFT array substrate 10 remains.

Moreover, in at least one place of the corner section of the opposite substrate 20, the flow material 106

for taking a flow electrically between the TFT array substrate 10 and the opposite substrate 20 is

formed. And as shown in drawing 10 , the opposite substrate 20 with the almost same profile as the

sealant 52 shown in drawing 9 has fixed to the TFT array substrate 10 by the sealant 52 concerned.

[0103] In addition, on the TFT array substrate 10, the inspection circuit for inspecting the sampling

circuit which impresses a picture signal to two or more data-line 6a to predetermined timing, the

precharge circuit which precedes the precharge signal of a predetermined voltage level with a picture

signal, and supplies it to two or more data-line 6a respectively, the quality of the electro-optic device

concerned at the manufacture middle or the time of shipment, a defect, etc. in addition to these data-

line drive circuits 101 and scanning-line drive circuit 104 grade etc. may be formed.

[0104] You may make it connect with LSI for a drive mounted on the TAB (Tape Automated bonding)

substrate instead of forming the data-line drive circuit 101 and the scanning-line drive circuit 104 on

the TFT array substrate 10 electrically and mechanically through the anisotropy electric conduction film

prepared in the periphery of the TFT array substrate 10 with the operation gestalt explained with

reference to drawing 10 from drawing 1 above. Moreover, according to the exception of modes of

operation, such as TN (Twisted Nematic) mode, VA (Vertically Aligned) mode, and PDLC (Polymer

Dispersed Liquid Crystal) mode, and the no MARI White mode / NOMA reeve rack mode, a polarization

film, a phase contrast film, a polarizing plate, etc. are respectively arranged in a predetermined direction

at the side in which the outgoing radiation light of the side in which the incident light of the opposite

substrate 20 carries out incidence, and the TFT array substrate 10 carries out outgoing radiation.

[0105] Since the electro-optic device in the operation gestalt explained above is applied to a projector,

the electro-optic device of three sheets will be respectively used as a light valve for RGB, and

incidence of the light of each color respectively decomposed through the dichroic mirror for RGB color

separation will be respectively carried out to each light valve as incident light. Therefore, with each

operation gestalt, the color filter is not prepared in the opposite substrate 20. However, the color filter

of RGB may be formed in the predetermined field which counters pixel electrode 9a on the opposite

substrate 20 with the protective coat. If it does in this way, the electro-optic device in each operation

gestalt is applicable about the color electro-optic device of direct viewing types other than a projector,

or a reflective mold. Moreover, a micro lens may be formed so that it may correspond 1 pixel on [ one ]

the opposite substrate 20. Or it is also possible to form a color filter layer in the bottom of pixel

electrode 9a which counters RGB on the TFT array substrate 10 by a color resist etc. If it does in this

way, a bright electro-optic device is realizable by improving the condensing effectiveness of incident

light. Furthermore, the die clo IKKU filter which makes a RGB color using interference of light by

depositing the interference layer to which the refractive index of many layers is different on the

opposite substrate 20 again may be formed. According to this opposite substrate with a die clo IKKU

nikvii w wi ignw^i wwiwi wiuuu \j upuw UUV l«9 I VUllfcUWIW.

[0106] (Operation gestalt of a projection mold indicating equipment) Next, the operation gestalt of the

projection mold indicating equipment using the liquid crystal equipment explained to the detail above as

a light valve is explained with reference to drawing 1

1

and drawing 12 .

[0107] First, the circuitry of the projection mold indicating equipment of this operation gestalt is

explained with reference to the block diagram of drawing 1

1

. In addition, drawing 1

1

shows the circuitry
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concerning one in the light valve of three sheets for carrying out color display of the projection mold

indicating equipment Since the light valve of these three sheets all has the same configuration

fundamentally, explanation is added about the part which starts the circuitry of one sheet here, however

— strict — the light valve of three sheets — an input signal — respectively — differing (that is, it

driving by the object for R, the object for G, and the signal for B f respectively — having) — further — G
— in the circuitry concerning the light valve of **, it differs in that reverse the sequence of a picture

signal within each field or a frame, or a horizontal or the direction of a vertical scanning is reversed so

that an image may be reversed and displayed compared with the case for the object for R, and B.

[0108] In drawing 1

1

, the projection mold display is constituted in preparation for the source 1000 of a

display information output the display information processing circuit 1002, the drive circuit 1004, liquid

crystal equipment 100, and clock generation circuit 1008 list in the power circuit 1010. The source 1000

of a display information output outputs display information, such as a picture signal of a predetermined

format, to the display information processing circuit 1002 based on the clock signal from the clock

generation circuit 1008 including the tuning circuit which aligns and outputs memory, such as ROM
(Read Only Memory), RAM (Random Access Memory), and an optical disk unit, and a picture signal. The

display information processing circuit 1002 is constituted including various well-known processing

circuits, such as magnification and a polarity-reversals circuit, a serial-parallel conversion circuit, a

rotation circuit, a gamma correction circuit, and a clamping circuit, carries out sequential generation of

the digital signal from the display information inputted based on the clock signal, and outputs it to the

drive circuit 1004 with a clock signal CLK. The drive circuit 1004 drives liquid crystal equipment 100. A
power circuit 1010 supplies a predetermined power source to each above-mentioned circuit. In addition,

on the TFT array substrate 10 which constitutes liquid crystal equipment 100, the drive circuit 1004

may be carried and, in addition to this, the display information processing circuit 1002 may be carried.

[0109] Next, with reference to drawing 12 , the whole projection mold display configuration of this

operation gestalt and especially an optical configuration are explained. Drawing 12 is the diagrammatic

sectional view of a projection mold display here.

[0110] In drawing 12 , an example slack liquid crystal projector 1100 of the projection mold indicating

equipment in this operation gestalt prepares three liquid crystal modules containing the liquid crystal

equipment 100 with which the drive circuit 1004 mentioned above was carried on the TFT array

substrate 10, and is constituted as a projector used as light valves 100R, 100G, and 100B for RGB,

respectively. In a liquid crystal projector 1 100, if incident light is emitted from the lamp unit 1 102 of

sources of the white light, such as a metal halide lamp, it will be divided into parts for Mitsunari R, G,

and B corresponding to the three primary colors of RGB with the mirror 1 106 of three sheets, and the

dichroic mirror 1108 of two sheets, and will be led to the light valves 100R, 100G, and 100B

corresponding to each color, respectively. Under the present circumstances, especially B light is drawn

through the relay lens system 1121 which consists of the incidence lens 1122, a relay lens 1123. and an

outgoing radiation lens 1 124, in order to prevent the optical loss by the long optical path. And after a

part for Mitsunari corresponding to the three primary colors modulated with light valves 100R, 100G, and

100B, respectively is again compounded with a dichroic prism 1112, it is projected on it by the screen

1 120 as a color picture through a projector lens 1114.

[01 1 1] This invention is not restricted to the operation gestalt mentioned above, and can be suitably

changed in the range which is not contrary to the summary or thought of invention which can be read in

a claim and the whole specification, and the electro-optic device accompanied by such modification is

also contained in the technical range of this invention.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] They are equal circuits established in two or more pixels of the shape of a matrix which

constitutes the image display field in the electro-optic device of the 1st operation gestalt of this

invention, such as various components and wiring.

[Drawing 2] It is the top view of two or more pixel groups where the TFT array substrate with which the

data line in the electro-optic device of the 1st operation gestalt, the scanning line, a pixel electrode, etc.

were formed adjoins each other.

[Drawing 3] It is the A-A' sectional view of drawing 2 .

[Drawing 4] It is the partial expansion perspective view showing the semi-conductor layer arranged the

substrate insulator layer on the heights in the 1st operation gestalt, and on this.

[Drawing 5] It is the partial expansion perspective view showing the top face of a substrate in which the

slot and heights in the 1 st operation gestalt were formed.

[Drawing 6] It is the graph false sectional view showing the heights of the vertical light-shielding film in

the 1st operation gestalt, and a substrate two-dimensional.

[Drawing 7] It is the partial expansion perspective view showing the top face of a substrate in which the

slot and heights in the 2nd operation gestalt were formed.

[Drawing 8] It is the graph false sectional view showing the light-shielding film on an opposite substrate

in the 3rd operation gestalt, and the heights of a substrate two-dimensional.

[Drawing 9] It is the top view which looked at the TFT array substrate in the electro-optic device of an

operation gestalt from the opposite substrate side with each component formed on it.

[Drawing 10] It is the H-H' sectional view of drawing 9 .

[Drawing 1 1] It is the block diagram having shown the circuitry concerning the light valve in the

operation gestalt of the projection mold indicating equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 12] It is the diagrammatic sectional view showing an example slack electrochromatic display

projector of the operation gestalt of the projection mold indicating equipment of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 a — Semi-conductor layer

1a' — Channel field

1b — Low concentration source field

1c — Low concentration drain field

Id — High concentration source field

1e — High concentration drain field

2 — Insulator layer

3a — Scanning line

6a — Data line

9a — Pixel electrode

1 0 — TFT array substrate

10cv(s)~ Slot

11a — Bottom light-shielding film
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1 2 — Substrate insulator layer

16 — Orientation film

20 — Opposite substrate

21 — Counterelectrode

22 — Orientation film

30 — TFT

50 — Liquid crystal layer

70 — Storage capacitance

71 — Junction layer

75 — Dielectric film

81, 83, 85 — Contact hole

300 — Capacity line

401 — Heights

[Translation done.]
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m%Ml 1 alCOV^Tt. -?:OS{a:^®)A5TFT3 0IC

[0 0 6 71 B2&tfB3Kftt'T. m^3t^«®«.
8W4TFT7W»Sl0i, wJil^UlSf
393ft#f6]Sffi2 0 i«r{»;t-0>.5. TFT7M1S

fcftO. »|6lS«2 0tt, CTx«^7^S«^»^Sffi
*>5>ft*.

[0 0 6 8] TFT7WSSl0l:ii, 02TH«B&

3tBSJ:0-|Hl*)*# WHKF-:R«>«1 o c vtfB&fr-CV*

5. ^3a, f-^me a> TFT3 0«P©i2J»^»

*?#f*. o c vrtKaaM&**i-cv*s. :h
Gift. B?«:W*CTS«*&#£Uev*&ME

[00691 ^mmmmx'tm^ nocv ©jssic

@K&#©aa4o.ias^j££*x-ci^5. rwipftia
SB 4 0 1 0«<jtatWffla**fcovxTH:a3fc«fBi:*fc

B 4 rt»f>B 6 Sr#K UT«t»iM-5.
[0 0 7 0] 0 3(C*i-i TFT7WIS10

fctt, BS*B9atfRl?&*l-tt3 9. *©±ttfctt.

7f>^«i31<?©M3£«>|2(Si«i3l*sig$ixyS:BE[6lJSl 6

^S(te>ixT^5„ iS^m®9 attCSIitf, I TO (In

ao dim Tin Oxide)" Kft^OSW^mtt^l*^ ft

EftOt 1 6 # y -f 5 KBIft £©*ft8J8ia> fcft

So

[0 0 7 1 ] *f(6]S«2 0JCI*, -tO^ffitCtSo

^^tea^Off^OEl6j*Q!a^l6*nfcEr6jJB2 2^K
iT&iVCV**. »(6]mei2 Ui0iJx.«, I TOKftt<0
iSBJ^mt^^fjfti. SfeE(SjK2 2»i,

Bgft^<D^«lgg^bft5.

[0 0 7 2] zonoi.cm&.ztitt. mmmm9a t*t
.«o [lumU 2 1 t ;6l#35i-3.<t 5-fcE«-**tfcT FTTM

®@9 a ^f>rc>m^^B$^TV»ftV^fi§-eE(6]^l
6&05 2 2(c«fciJB)f3£tOEt6j*tfi§Sri:3. »S^5 0

fc?SS*^ft-5„ ^-/W*ff4, TFT7^SSl0fi

m^ 3t®^btt«t)i§^i?Rts<ktt»r/ii*^ e> ft 5 sess'J -efc

60 »j, ffi&mm<ommzmmmi:-rz>tzib<o?7X7 7<<
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[0 0 7 3] Kfc. iS^^^ y^X^fflTFT3 0<DT

fcli. TJftiJfeliKl 2WR»t6>*t"CV^*. TifilfetiKl

2 fi, TWSJtBS llaHTFT30 fcJIffl*fe&i-3

«&0><t&> TFT7l"fSSl 0©iICM*H5w
i TFTTWSSl 0©^EO$Fg>5lwio»7

F T 3 o rofcttoaMfc&BSih-r5«SIS£*-t-S.

[0 0 7 4] |213»C*5V>T, IS*^^ yfy/ITFT
3 0tt; LDD«it«r%L-CJoD, jfeSSl3a.

m 1 a 0>?**/HR* la', 7fc2it&3 a t ¥^{W§ 1

a t Z&m-tiV- hlfcliJgfc£tf*fel§Bl2 % ¥WM
i a offiga i b&vi&mm kw vw* 1

[0 0 7 5] £5$ 3 a±Ktt. iS5gSy-^®«l d

1 JSWIfe^4 1 HWf&ZilX^Zo
[0076] gijuioftMM i±\c^mm7 im

[00 7 7] &2JHlfl|&gyg&4 2±Clif-?iS6a«5

ayfit h*-/W8 5*S^figSttfc^3^|!g«S^4 3

dSJ&£$*vC^3. tB^«ffi9a»t. w©J:5l-«fi£$

•jtfcj* 3mmmmm 4 3 ©anBic«»tt>rct*<*.

[0 0 7 8] 04*»bH 6 Sr#fi9UT, ^JStfcflS

flg»C*J»t5TFTTWStSl 0<D±B»Cj&#£*v;fci&

$B4 0 1 »^5«^SO!ji3ttStB^ov%T»5&'t5. r

o±icffig$Hfc^^g 1 a *m-i-m&ft*®&wx
05 (i, 110c v&tffiiglU 0 liWf&Zfltt

TFT7WSS1 o<o±ffisr^-tep^^mia-cfc

•C, TFT3 0<Df-^^/i-mmi a ' (OjiT»-*5»t5±
<IS&*K--(&*tt 3. 0 0RXfft-i>»6 a ) St^Tfitt.

t/tmi 1 aKi$jgftcD«^£2&^WK^1125S«fc
»©»rffiE-C*>5. M. 06KfcM73fSK&»«-SH>ia&

©JSMK-S>ffiBii, 39:7c6t)-efc*)|2|6lc^Lfc.t©J:!?

^tlif^ila' fti£fc*5l7

5Alt3t&U!M*)3tl-*fi-5. «3t<OBS&£05£l*)«w^

twi:it5, *fcH6-Ctt, TFT7WS«10l

Ki trtfctti^-c, i-ii^i AM-JtfirU!S')-*troBlliS^

[0079] 04&o!ia5ffiWi Htr56ufcia2SU!ia3

14

icjjWJ: ^HftJ&figtNifcK. #¥3|fc® 1 a o
5 £ t^-rJM'ffttl a ' ld^(6)i-5tS*SIC*J

^T, TFT7WS«1 0KiS>tt4 0 1 tfgittlcgm

?>*i/CV>3. -tUC w<D«t 5<c£jSC4 0 Hi. t&SM
3 a&^-^i^e alCjBoT»T-^lriae,*vfcj»l 0

c v ClKStT ?>*Vtfc 9 , J.oifcSi&| 3 a BJly'-ftik

3 \Z7n-t£ b \c K *m&M1&X\*m^ dbg? 4 o l (cc£:

CT, Sfti(&3 0 0^tf±ffl!)3l3tlStt. ^ir4/MS«
io l a' SrtrF-ttKg? J:$fc*Wt£ix-0»*.

[0080] *nt&Mmc£tit£ . ^ir**** 1 a
'

KK>«1 c (0 3#f8i) lis .k<Ma>&±«*ttH
fc5S*6l3 0 0&U!7f-^i®6 a Ki 9&t>tlX\*%

(OX, 06 A#3fcL 1WHTFT71'
0»cSE**(Sj*^OASt3tL 1 sfc*H-«ai

±.w&%.mizz®mm3 o owf-^S6 a k

a' ^wcrtvt«gi-5<sggy-^ffiJgEi bS.V<&

a> ISKK^lc (El3#^) li, Tffi!W>lbT{MiS

%Ml 1 alcJ:»)St>tvC^2.wc, 06lc^1-<t5

fc, TFT7WIfil0©«ISWjfe^ «^©m^

^^i;*ji75m<om^3t#i$e*» f> taw $n-&^3t^m
££t&l7T<Stt^0X M93tL2IC*f-f«ig)ttt,

TflttBfcBIl 1 a»c,t!J+^lcii5*5r k&X%Z.
[008 1] r r-cE)6Jw^i-J:5fc TJtJtmi,
TFT7HIS1 0ld#LT#«>#|6ja>ibAW-t-S!8

AJfeL 1 i Sr^A/-CV^. m*.tl. 7JtA#Sad*& 1

ao oa~l'5|Ett*-C-rtu5^Srl WKKS-A/Vbv
5. :©J:5^ft)tLl ii!; TFT7KSS10
±tw^fiK$tvfcT0!l«3tKl 1 acD±S-CSW$*xT,

^A#t)tLl»i, MU3tL 2 KJfc-<Tiga>K3a

[0 0 8 2] L^Slc, *jliS^«iiT-fi, r^J;5/j:rt

W»7«b*Vfcffi!lE±IC^$lxfeTa!liffi)t)Kl 1 aT©S

[008 3] r<O«t5^aSB40 l»i, TFT7MS
«1 0±lw«l 0 c vZxyf-fi'XKlli.-timzm&r

so -ewiii-cfei.
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10 08 4J Z\<O&0%&Mfrb* £i&4 0 1©ii5£

f±, 0llx.fi. 700~800nmSftt*K5. -t t

§64 0 1 <D$4ffi±fcfiSj£SftfcTffl!tig)fcK 1 1 a \Z$Hm

•fZ&lkftL 1 i*S ,

?
L +*A'fMfcl a' *»t>fl-*tfc:£|S]

»cSSti-5«k OSJ4 o l <owmz7—'<Zn-fZ
4#lca8B4 0 l(0«il;tilt5f- ffll®

<0i9t#^i-tvtf> 06K:^LfcJ:5tc. .bflgSftK

<0Kd»f>figC4 0 lcoffl!lffi±»C$)5>T{aaji3t^l lal:

MSl4«»fcLl Hi, TflHMUBl 1 aK«fc!3.

HKKatStt-S.&oT. £>U40 1 ±\zMfSL23MtT

mmtmi 1 afc<fc9. ^Ll i ^l/MiwftK&H

1-Z>ftm5Lto%*?&&mtt%*. T-r+A'fiMKl a' S:

[0 0 8 5] ft, rro±9lc±«3tJ^o)iad^agiS4

0 1 (DWi5±<OTWM%.m 1 1 at£S5ffc»1i. TFT
TWSffii offiroifcHiratLT. «aj^.tf2 0S*^tt
3 osttffl^xt^.in^, ig6£*5v*-c, fcae^tf
&^?>«^^«)3tL 1 i »i. Tfi}aHt«l 1 alii

SSltJCtoT. f^lla' lcPIS-r5ri:li

teb^\ to*. r<o«fc5<£*ia.8 W&»*lSlK:ifi

•Jttsnsof. jm»?^*/HW£i a' ksmi-

[0086] an jIT, 06 1'^i-J; 9 izfrzmBBx-

**>i>m®l a ' *MHMfcttR9 i b K«$H-5SS#St

S^KIrt^ffiBi-i^^^/V'^l a' Id. ±Xfa<bV>

®#>%L i aspj^5^fg14£<£i£-e#5.ffi,

i*. Mid. ±.wm%.mci>®&m3 o o©rtii:iaii$

J: 5 &±«tf*K©rt9£&l7S*ltt«>K 9 36©Rlttt

«*»K:lSWi»rt6"CA5....

[0 0 8 7] £t±»M LfcH16»li-Ctt,

J: 5 rirfc J: 0, H**ff9
aCDTlfi® (BP*>. |R3JI(i5if&liag|4 3 ©*BB) fc*»7

5^-^.816 a ^£28*3 a Kl&oft:fflKRRg*'£ t

5©*. TFTTW'fSfil 0IC»1 0 c v&iBSrt

jbsi 2. $ijsh&&b$4 1, Ig2srai6»jgi4 2. m
3®ra^Ht®l4 3tCfltSr«jo.-C, 7*-*4R6-*«ft>Bft

nFT3 0 $£««>i&tfi b\Zi.D W&ftftHBfcfTo

Tfei^U m3Hlfflie»)»4 3^|g2SW«»K4 2

16

<D±9©8z£S:CMP (Chemical Mechanical Polishin

g) mm^mm-rizt\zx*). ^mj^sog(sp

in On Glass) «rffivvc¥bu:J&£-t-5;: b\za*>.

jpa^iaasrtTox t> «fc v >„

[0 0 8 8] ft, AIH54 0 lOfltfEICj:!). lS^m®9
aOTJ6ffifc5^3®raite^®4 3 4>S9K:t2JB:£#£

U5. U*>U<e#5>. aSB4 0 Hi, ££H3 a&U^

R&i-Zb lite ffa \ We. jfe3£j^3 aXlif-
**§6 afcteo-CKrSjBSl B*?V*{r-rti&, iSAI©

[oo89] jEta-tiftw ufcuis^flg-cii, issr;*w

»iLDD«a«r»<s*s, ft»*y-^««l b^rm^

±y h«3jt*«fot«fc^U jfe2E«3 a<o-ge^t>/j:-5

SriU®«y-^fg«l datW»*KW>««l era

± 0 iz7!=.t/\'V- h^vMi h y y/v-y- h«±-t?T f

[0090] W2mmMm • *35Pjcom2ius

^®<^>m^)t^e^wo^^•clll 7 LTtft9j-r* 8

rrtC. El 71*. S2HtS^C*5l7 5«l 0 c v' S
tfi&SB4 0 l^fig$tVfcTFTTl^'fStRl 0C0±ffi

^ ufc^ 1 ni6^fii©©-& b ®m<om&mmMtmm<o

[009 1] 07 K,T*i- J: 5 fc. JR 2 HliSM®T?«. IR

lUtS^flSW^iS^t), SlOcv' r-^i®
«o 6 a.l.wfe\o:t<0*i8 fi>*L-Cfc«J » . *2S3 a fcfe^XIt

[009 2] ?tor^ 2 Hi£^»C«tixli. £$t$3a
»iciE^m@9 a <o%iton&<D®te*&fcLxmM-tz>

so [0 0 9 3] raeSJC, x-^«l6 aft»CiS^«1ig9 a(0
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©g9 aK]K:£C3#im#«>lgfgg£:. x-;f»6a»C
fto TB*mffi 9 a (OtitSrffi 9 ±tf5 r t -C^mmif*5

[0094] (8 3HJ£Jg<IS). fcfc. *?SW<DlS 3 HIS

0 811 ^3HiS»flSOS*«^<DfC, *tl6]

Sfi2 0±»C^$tufciSM^XOtT(iflS^iKl 1 a£
<t 3&ft<D#*& 2 0C7£Wlw/T*-r0^»fc8©l$fffiE)-C

tt. 3&5cl$T&9l28f^Lfcfc«J:9lg^i:fcS

5. *fcE)8-ett, tf tt U"f stg i o±<ommmm:

*v b bMtftAUm *) 3t b «B9#.«r^r J: 5 v %

[ 0 0 9.5 ] B8 fcjjvf J; ?l:vS3 MIRfM.-CJl« *

X.T. »lSl««2 0±lC»3fcffll2 3*SKI*e>*u-CV3.

ifctl&2 3tt. ¥ffiWfcJl.-CTFT 3 0W'>fc< bhf-
^*/Mg«l a ' fc«5&*#Xtt* f>7-f/tt;M
SitTVS. *<Offi»*8j£lc:o^-Ctt. El^f>H16lC

- '[ 0 0 9 61
:f£o Xf(S.3 mt&MI&lZ. ~i.tlt£. T F Tt W

jmmi o^sa^(S]*>e>oA#t3tL 1 s tan-sat
tttt. a£3fcK2 StCiU+^lCiU^Srt^-cts. *
LT. £>U4 0 1 ±.\cMf&£H1tTmm%mi 1 aK*
9, 3W»S:aJtTT«Jt)Sl 1 a

ftLl iKttl?S*1*ftK:?-**A4lttl a' l=M*f

[0 0 9 7] »|S}S«2 0±lCig)t^2 3fifcJt

<D£ftJK2 3 tt#* U< tt, JFB5fc>lwR-C§ai& 3 0 0

6 a t frbtez>m%m<»ftm\zitLm.-tz> z 5

irW.*-fA o -f-l'J: t?
, WiiaW 2 0 ±<r>mi!tm 2 3

[0098] mmmm) u±ts.m\,itmmmm^t.^

- [0-0-9-9 )—<D&Mte1Rb LTtt. flilFB-4-0 1 8\ Si

«»3aXll7-^»6al:ffiotftt;5

(10)

18

gB©ft#*|6]ICX*3i*(6)*>t>0^«)Jfe^^tt^^lC)g

H-r5rtj5R#t3fe^#as»3t«r» ^^M^l^l a'

ittcjoit-sa^wiw^Y^/vig^i a' K.9mr*i&&

[oioo] <mmmteb uxtt. aau on*, t
FT7W-<SSl OASai y^V^£*V-C&5<Z>-?ttfc

io <. TFTTWIfil 0±K3fi)c£Kfcl£lidgltf. »

Tfc. TFT7 WSffil 0±lc£iSCSr^T?#5©
•e, £j«5±<oT{aaiS3tKi i a*?co#siwj;9, mm
[oioi] m%.ftmmm<o±#mf8.) u±<ox ? \z

£l2l9£tfEl 0 5r#fiau-CIttP^i-S. f^. 121 9 tt. T
FT7KSS1 0Sr-t(D±lc:^$tvfc«-«j«^i:

*ic>pf(fiiss 2 o<o{Ba*»bafc sFaiziT-*)»), laio
zo tt, 09CH-H' Brffiig-C*>5.

[0102] E19lr*JI/^T, TFT7l/-fSSlO©±
{ctt, /u«"5 2^o^«io-cs:ite>ix-c*3?)x

i-z>®Ubi,x<Dmytms 3^isite»ttT^?)o

05 2 (0^-fl)O«g«(c:tt, ^-^^6 alCBi^m-i-*^

1-5x-^i®|gi!)lafK 1 0 lfiWSilEll8««^10
2 #T FT7WS« 1 0 W-ia^jeoT^lt feHT**

0 » £2813 a »i;feSft#tglrS^-< 5

30 r £ \z X- 3 a «rKtt-f5 ^dS^ffiSdlElgS 1 0 4

z<n-m\mm-tZ2mizfCi'zxm-}t>tix^5 0

3 a lc^SH5t2(ltiIi!B3Il:« fe^v^

cO/ibtf, ^S^WllHlKl 0 4tt>ltfi!)^tt-C<>ftVN-

tlifjiTt'i^, *fc, ^-^ijSJSiblslKl 0 1 S:

i8«^«B«c l o a v>m\z?£iX\SiM\zm*l LXhX
V\ ICTFT7H'SSl 0tDjS5-)2«wtt, iS^*

1 0 a bit3t^3SaiEi6tl]8S 1 0 4

Pa4ro/«c<'fcfe(D«»<Oiaif§l 0 5^JSS:l7e>^vTV^5 0

*f|6lS«2 oo=-t-g6W>/<C< £ t> lSK
40 *JV>Ttt, T.F..T-7 V^mWi 1. 0 £*f(6)S« 2 0 £ <DR8

em^f-»iSSr£*fc*©3|ji*}-l 0 6Wt6ht
Lt, EI 1 0l'^i-<t 5 E19(r^Lfc->—

/W*t5 2 tfil?|s)i:^?B^^o5t[SjSS2 0*5^^V-
>M*5 2 J; 9 TFT7W £St 1 OJcEUi^^T^

[0 10 3] ft. TFT7WS«10±l:it -tue>

Wr-tJ'IS^IilHjK 10 1. i£&&m®\z\f& 10 4^1:

60 \zffifeW£V'<»<oy))^*-i;m%z®i9im%\z&ft
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[0 10 4] W±01*»e>iai 0$r#H8L-Ctft9!Lfc3l

ffi^fii-efi. yf—?»mWi®i& i o i xtfifesmsKiiH]

Kl 04STFT7W1S1 0©±CS!!ttStt*>!)

l£, ittfTAB (Tape Automated bonding) Slg±lC

nmzttiiimmLs ic. tftt^isi o©ji

2 0©Slt3fe*5AW-r5ffl!)St/TFTTH'£«l 0<D

t«lt3t^a|t-r5(ai»c:|i#xr % 0yx»4\ TN (Twisted

Nematic) *— K, VA (Vertically Aligned)

K, P D L C (Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal)*—

[0 10 5] W±lftWLfc||J£^li^*J»t5ma3t^i£

BI4, ^ni^^icjgJBiSftSfc*, 38ctf>mtWfc#

hA<^Kfi£*RGBfe##^©^*n

AltsnsrtJw^i, flf-o-c, &nlSJ0f!|-e»4,

bfctffe, !BliimiS9 alC*MSj-t-5M)e«i«»wRGBro

*7-7^^^Sr^ro«Sl^i:^^, S*r&]S«2 0±fc

MfSLLXl>tii\ Z<D£?lz1-ixt£, /o-^^M

SS2 o±lirMH fl»«t^J:•?t:^'^D^yX••
Sr^fiKL.rt>J:v\ *>5^»4, TFTT^SSlOl
<DRGBlCJt[6]-r.5iS^®fig9 aT»C*9— l^*

•sv>m^)t^e^mT^5. hk**, *rr6]g«2

t-e, RGBfeSr^^mi-^'r^

7 7 j *fitt£ttfi&mz£ixtf. J;>)iW5vv*7-m

^Jt^tl*5jim-ef.5 0.— •

[0106] (l£#l!£^8B<D|SJ£7&fig) ^-t

MMS^^gco^^Sli-oi, vtS 1 1 2* tfE 1 2 *r#

[0 10 7] 5fc-f, *Hte^fl8<oJ9:ltS!*^SroiHlK

ft, 01 111. &#tS3^&B*#7-^£-fr3fci?>
co 3 h^^y-ro o *><r> i tlcfc^siHiaigfiS;*-^

20

(IP*>, R^> Gffl, Bffi<Dfi#-C**Si6$ix) , J?

RKom^kit^X. m&iKfcLX&Tjkl-ZSiyizmiSi

[o io8] eh Uwjsv^T. &tomm*mw.&.
i« refaunas looo, &mm&mi°\& 1002, sbi&

[Hlffil 0 0 4, jSlgfl 0 0, 7vy7&&mi&\ 0

0 8&r/fcmilfiiH]Ki 0 1 o«r(i^T^$m:v^o
S^it#m^2Sl 0 0 014, ROM (Read Only Memor

y) , RAM (Random Access Memory) . ytTAT^f^k

«?«r^*, 7V77ft£Ml&\0 0&1)*t><r>7ay7m

^fcg-^T, ffife7*—?7 V<OW®.m^t£¥<Oig:7fi

W&Sr^fim&SlHlSg 1 0 0 2 K£ti*/1-<5„ 3e^fif«

ftHSHtt 1 0 0 2 »4, igfi • m&m&\B\1&. > D TA>-
20 WWaStfcEltt, n—r— ^IhIK, HV^WE^

•a'fefW/HM-fcJOWt^JfcU * o.s^d-il-CLKi.

*tc^ib08S 1004 fcdtfj-f-*. ^ibE]8S 1004
14, m&mw 1 0 0 mastuK 1 0 1 0 14,

0 «r«^-T5 T F TTW StS 1 0 ©±K, KK)1h]K 1

oo4i:mmvxhx<. z.riizimz.x&mffiWQ-miBi

Kl 0 0 2**«UTtJ:v>.
30 [0 1 0 9] ^figll 24r#fi9L.T, *|IJ{S?gfl8<DSit

r^»cI2ll 2J4. iS#tS!S^BcDE)^W»rffiEl

[0 1 1 0] Ell 2(C*5VNT, ^USSWctilT^SIt
S^^BW-fiSJfcS^S^'Dv'^^;? 1 1 0 014, ±
atUfc^ibESBl 0 04iSTFT7WS«l 0±lC|g

mZitfzm&m®. l 0 0 Sr^tfffiS*^=.-/wSr 3

SL-, ^RGBfflO?^ h^/U/lOOR, 10 0G
210=1 OOBi UIV^B^^^i LTflffigSn

40 TV>5. JSfiT'D.vfai^^.l. 1 0 0-CJ4, *9.i\"^74

v'7^7n<D&e>.%m<07 >-/=>- h 1 1 o 2*>e>ft

W^t^-frej^st^ 3tiCOS7-110 6M2ft©
l08IZioT. RGBC03J®

fe»c»j«:i-5)t^R, G, Blw^itbix,

^57^ h^wyi 0 OR, lOOGRU'lOOBl:*
*iS/4-tvi 0 r<DKW^BJtl4. «l^Kld4 53ta5fe

S:K<Vc«)lC, AftU-VXl 122, !) i/-uyXl l
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